Review of the prisoner discharge policy
Switchback briefing, Aug 2020
This briefing is intended to support the MoJ’s review of the discharge policy. It is based on
Switchback’s 12 years’ experience of supporting young adult prison leavers through-the-gate in
London alongside consultation and interviews with Switchback Trainees. We would welcome the
opportunity to discuss further and ensure the discharge policy provides a real platform for change.
Summary of key points
•

A new Discharge Pack would ensure every prisoner is released with the basic essentials
needed to begin complying with licence conditions, reduce the risk of immediate
reoffending, and enable access to key services and employment.

•

The most important elements that a Discharge Pack should provide for are food, travel,
a phone and clothing. This is best achieved through a mix of cash, vouchers and items.

•

To achieve the right balance between managing risk and support, the Discharge Pack
should comprise a cash Discharge Grant, Discharge Vouchers, a Travel Warrant plus 1week Travelcard, and a basic smartphone with data package.

1. Background
Prison Service Instructions 72/2011 require that eligible prison leavers receive “a discharge grant,
travel warrant, appropriate clothing and/or subsistence. 1 The discharge grant serves as both a vital
lifeline to those being released and a symbol of the kind of society we want to be, offering a new
start to citizens returning to our communities having served their sentence.
Yet the £46 discharge grant has not changed since 1996, and as evidenced by a recent briefing of
case studies from Clinks’ Reducing Reoffending Third Sector (RR3) Advisory Group, barely lasts days
and places many into immediate hardship. 2 Lack of money for basic necessities is often
compounded by homelessness and a common lack of ID, bank account or mobile phone on release. 3
While the dedicated Universal Credit phoneline has helped access to benefits, lack of bank account
(the case for 49% of Switchback Trainees in London) is still causing delays of several weeks for many.
As the RR3 case studies show, an absence of basic essentials is driving up the immediate risk of
reoffending. Switchback and other charities are struggling to plug this gap through provision of
supermarket vouchers, phones and Travelcards from hardship funds to ensure a basic foundation for
compliance, entering work and building a stable, fulfilling life away from crime.
We therefore warmly welcome the MoJ’s statement, in an FoI response in June 2020, that “the
Discharge policy and, by extension, the Discharge Grant is under review by the MoJ, with all
appropriate information currently being gathered in conjunction with relevant stakeholders”. 4 We
are also grateful that the Secretary of State for Justice confirmed, at Nacro’s recent roundtable
event, that the discharge policy is being looked at. The introduction of a higher £80 Subsistence
Grant for prisoners released under the End of Custody Temporary Release (ECTR) scheme, alongside
mobile phones for those without, marks an important step but is limited by small numbers eligible.
1

MoJ Prison Service Instructions 72/2011
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/1521/documents/13948/default/
3 67% of young prison leavers supported by Switchback in 2020 were released homeless, up from 42% in 2019, 32% had no ID, and 49%
had no bank account, up from 33% in 2019.
4 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request – 200514001
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2. Clarifying the Discharge Grant’s purpose
We are not aware of any official statement of purpose of the Discharge Grant. However, in a recent
answer to a Written Question in Parliament the Prisons Minister said the Discharge Grant aims to:
“help prison leavers on release, so that they are supported while accessing other legal sources of
income such as applying for benefits.”5 In response to an FoI to clarify this point, the MoJ stated that
it ‘does not hold any information’ on how the prisoner discharge grant was originally calculated, or
its intended purpose.6
It is difficult to assess whether the Discharge Grant is meeting its aim when the policy aim is not
clearly defined. We suggest that the MoJ issue a statement of purpose of the Discharge Grant (or
rather a new ‘Discharge Pack’ - see below), to reduce confusion and provide clarity both for staff and
prison leavers. Based on ministerial statements as well as the way in which the Discharge Grant is
actually used and our consultation with prison-leavers, the Discharge Pack should aim to ensure
every prisoner is released with basic essentials needed to begin complying with license conditions,
reduce the risk of immediate reoffending, enter work and access key support services.

3. What should the Discharge Pack help with?
From our frontline insights, research and interviews with prison leavers, we have identified four
‘basic needs’ which the Discharge Pack is must meet on the day of release to achieve the above
purpose. These are: food/hygiene, travel, a phone and clothing. These are the areas which prison
leavers most commonly use the £46 grant for, albeit this amount can only ever cover some of these
essentials. The quotes below are from recent Switchback Trainees.
•
•

•
•

Food/hygiene items. People often have to choose between eating, accommodation or
travel. “As soon as I got out, I was pretty much homeless. I didn’t buy any food, I was
starving the whole day. The £46 got me to South Woodford.”
Travel. Due to the location of many prisons, people often spend a large part or the entire
grant on travel to probation. “I had to be at probation 45 minutes after I’d been released, so I
had to spend £18 on a cab. Without a bank account it took me 7 weeks to get money.’
Phone. Prison-leavers without a phone to contact probation and other services often use
the grant to purchase one, leaving nothing for food or other essentials. “I bought a phone, a
bundle with a SIM card – that was the grant pretty much gone.”
Clothing. Many people come out without any belongings. “Realistically, people need money
for clothes as well, some people come out and they just don’t have anything at all.” –
Switchback Trainee.

Accommodation is, of course, vital, and indeed the grant is often spent on a hotel for the night,
leaving nothing for any of the above. However, accommodation is not included here on the basis
that stable accommodation should be secured for every prison leaver before their day of release,
and not be a primary purpose of the Discharge Grant. The Discretionary Payment for housing should
remain in place for emergency cases.

4. A new Discharge Pack
There are various options for how the basic needs set out above could be met, including through
provision of cash, vouchers and physical items. While we understand any final decision will be
5
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limited by practical and budgetary considerations, we urge the department to consider a careful
balance between practical necessity, risk management and support/independence.
To achieve this balance, we recommend the Discharge Grant be replaced with a new Discharge
Pack, provided at the gate, containing a combination of a raised cash Discharge Grant, Discharge
Vouchers, a Travel Warrant plus 1-week local Travelcard and a basic smartphone and data package.
In Switchback’s experience of providing these items from our hardship funds, these are the
necessary components to provide a realistic platform for engagement and stopping crime.
1. A revised Discharge Grant will ensure people can purchase basic essentials on the day of
release wherever their location, given that vouchers may not always be usable at short
notice, particularly given wide variance in prison locations and release times.
2. New Discharge Vouchers for use at major retailers will ensure food, hygiene items and other
essentials can be purchased while reducing risk of wasteful spending.
3. A Travel Warrant plus a local 1-week Travelcard will ensure that prison leavers can reach
their home areas but also attend key appointments and services throughout the first week
(this is never possible on Day 1).
4. A basic smartphone and data package is vital to contact key services on phone and online,
ensure compliance with licence conditions and allow access to support.
A new emphasis of vouchers, alongside a revised cash grant, was suggested by Switchback’s Experts
by Experience board as a way to reduce the risk of harmful spending of cash, to account for low
budgeting skills and to avoid spending pressures that often come from family or friends. At the same
time, a balance of vouchers with cash ensures the package as a whole still retains a vital element of
flexibility, control and independence for the prison leaver. Switchback achieves this by providing
Tesco vouchers, basic smartphones with credit, and a pre-loaded Oyster Card. Without these items
Switchback Trainees would often not be able to reach their training or key appointments.

5. Calculating Discharge Pack levels
Switchback has consulted with prison-leavers and our frontline practitioners to calculate the
following suggested composition of the Discharge Pack. These calculations are based on reasonable
low-cost items, based on Switchback’s own purchasing history from our hardship funds. A crossdepartmental approach to the design and co-funding of the Discharge Pack would recognise the
joint responsibility for resettlement, in particular between MoJ, DWP and MHCLG.
TOTAL suggested Discharge Pack values*
Category
Provision for prison-leaver
Discharge Grant
£85 cash
Discharge Vouchers
£71 vouchers
Phone + 4 weeks credit
Basic smartphone + 4-week
data package
Travel Warrant + 1-week
Travel Warrant + pretravelcard
loaded local travelcard
Discretionary Payment for
housing

Direct payment to
accommodation provider

Funding notes
Scope for DWP co-funding given
continued barriers to UC
Scope for DWP co-funding to enable
UC engagement
Scope for DWP/MHCLG co-funding
(e.g. some care-leavers are already
eligible for travelcards).
Scope for MHCLG co-funding and
collaboration

*See Annex A for full cost calculation breakdown
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6. Alignment with Universal Credit
It is important to recognise that even if prisoners gain receipt of a Universal Credit advance payment
on the day of release (which is unusual, particularly for those with no bank account) there is still a
need for the additional support of a Discharge Pack. Practically speaking this is because the UC
advance payment is a loan, and so once essentials such as food and clothing are purchased, prison
leavers are once again left in a position of no funds, compounded by having their monthly UC
payments deducted thereafter. If the advance UC payment is spent on basic resettlement essentials,
this leaves people with barely any money to last them the rest of the month.
There is also real symbolic value in providing a sufficient and separate Discharge Pack as a
reasonable platform from which to comply with licence conditions and make a positive change. The
current level of £46 is widely seen as insufficient and not taken seriously by either staff or prisonleavers. As such there is also an opportunity to use this policy review to reframe the message sent by
the system to prison leavers at their pivotal point of release: to signify a shift from ‘offender’ to
‘citizen’, and properly balance support and encouragement with individual responsibility. Making the
Discharge Pack a cross-government initiative will also send a signal that resettlement is not just the
responsibility of MoJ; it is in the national interest and requires commitment from all departments.
As such, we urge an enhanced Discharge Pack to be provided on top of any Universal Credit
advances, as it is necessary in its own right and not simply to plug the benefits gap.

7. Integration with other resettlement policy
Switchback’s frontline experience and consultation with prison-leavers is also clear that the
Discharge Pack will only succeed in its aims if it is closely coordinated with additional resettlement
support in good time before release, in particular:
• Access to stable accommodation (67% of Switchback Trainees released homeless in 2020)
• Access to a bank account (49% of Switchback Trainees released without one in 2020)
• Access to widely-accepted photo ID (i.e. driving license or passport) (32% of Switchback
Trainees released without one in 2020)
• Access to 1-to-1 resettlement support to support with budgeting, debt, access to benefits,
and other resettlement needs.
• Access to information and guidance for resettlement, including on jobseeking, access to
insurance, housing, training, education, and how to manage disclosure of a criminal record.
Without addressing these areas in tandem, the Discharge Pack will continue to be diverted into
paying for emergency accommodation or the impossible task of filling a benefits gap of many weeks.

8. Next Steps
Switchback would be glad to provide further advice on the detail and practical application of these
suggestions, including through further consultation with our Experts by Experience Board. We have
12 years of experience of providing supermarket vouchers, phone with credit, and travelcards at
reasonable cost to cover basic essentials and promote successful resettlement.
As outlined in our letter of 3rd July 2020 to the Secretary of State, we would be glad to host a virtual
roundtable meeting with the minister, officials, frontline practitioners and Experts by Experience
from Switchback and other organisations to support this review. With abundant lived and learned
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experience about the realities and challenges of leaving prison and rebuilding positive lives in the
community, we are ready to help make this successful.

For further information please contact Sam Boyd, Head of Policy, Impact & Communications at
Switchback on sam@switchback.org.uk or 07495 022 437.
About Switchback
Switchback is an award-winning charity enabling young Londoners to find a way out of the justice
system and build a stable, rewarding life.
Through intensive 1-to-1 support on both sides of the prison gate alongside real work training after
release, we support young men to change their relationship with society. Only 9% of Switchback
Trainees reoffend while over two thirds move into stable employment. We share what we’ve
learned to inspire change across the justice system and beyond.
Find out more at www.switchback.org.uk or follow us @switchback_ldn

Annex A: Discharge Pack costings breakdown
TOTAL suggested Discharge Pack values
Category
Provision for prison-leaver
Discharge Grant
£85 cash
Discharge Vouchers
£71 vouchers
Phone + 4 weeks credit
Smartphone + data package
Travel Warrant + 1-week
travelcard

Travel Warrant + preloaded local travelcard

Discretionary Payment for
housing

Direct payment to
accommodation provider

Funding notes
Scope for DWP co-funding given
continued barriers to UC
Scope for DWP co-funding to enable
UC engagement
Scope for DWP/MHCLG co-funding
(n.b. some care-leavers are already
eligible for travelcards).
Scope for MHCLG co-funding and
collaboration

Calculations
Discharge Grant – cash element
Category
Items
Food and groceries
1-day Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner, drinks and groceries

Value
£20
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Food and groceries

Contingency for special dietary
requirements (e.g. Halal, GF)
Travel
Travel contingency funds (e.g.
where Travel Warrants not
accepted/applicable)
Misc items
Emergency clothing, hygiene
items and contingency for
benefits delays.
TOTAL Discharge Grant cash value
Discharge Vouchers – shopping vouchers element
Category
Items
Clothing
Set of underwear, socks, Tshirt, bottoms and top.*
Food shopping
1-week basic food shop
Hygiene

Deodorant, soap, lotion,
toothbrush and toothpaste.*

£10
£25

£30

£85

Value
£40
£26 (based on average weekly
individual food shop)
£5

TOTAL shopping vouchers value
£71
*Clothing and hygiene items could alternatively be supplied at the gate
Phone
Category
Phone

Items
Basic Smartphone + 4-week
data package

Value
£70 (£50 phone + £20 data) Provided through bulk
purchasing and provision at
the gate)
£70

Items
Transport to home area
Local 1-week pre-loaded local
Travelcard (e.g. Oyster card)

Value
£Variable
£Variable

TOTAL Phone value
Travel Warrant
Category
Travel
Travel
TOTAL travel warrant value

£Variable
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